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Next Monthly Assembly Meeting Thursday February 25, 2021 - 7:00 pm
Illusion Warehouse, 3917 McCart Ave, Fort Worth, Texas
Three blocks north of Seminary Drive/Across from Rosemont 6th Grade

SPECTATOR MANAGEMENT
The February 2021 Alliance of Illusionists Monthly Assembly Meeting will be held
as usual on the third Thursday. This month’s meeting will be on February 25 at 7:00
pm, the Illusion Warehouse, 3917 McCart Avenue. The Assembly will engage in a
very short Special Executive Committee Meeting to consider some important
changes. Bruce Chadwick will do a teach‐a‐trick segment. Our very own Pix Smith
will be leading the main event for the evening with a presentation on Spectator
Management. Pix will discuss tips and tricks designed to put spectators at ease and
improve one’s interactions on stage. He will discuss tips and techniques regarding
etiquette towards the spectator and avoid being insulting and demeaning.

2021 DUES WILL BE PAST DUE ON MARCH 1
In an effort to help AOI club members with rising costs, at the September 2020 Monthly Assembly Meeting the
Alliance of Illusionists instituted a new system to help members pay their 2021 annual Assembly and national
Society of American Magicians dues.
Active and Junior members receiving a printed copy of MUM magazine will only have to pay $75 per year, with
the AOI paying the other $24 of a member’s dues from the club’s treasury. Active and Junior members receiving
an online copy of MUM magazine will only have to pay $50 per year, with the AOI paying the other $25 of a mem‐
ber’s dues from the club’s treasury. The dues for Associate members (spouses of an Active club member or a ma‐
gician’s assistant) are $25 per year.
Help for this new $25 or $50 or $75 dues structure will be funded by Assembly 138 fundraising activities. This
move will bring all Assembly 138 members into proper alignment with national SAM rules, which state that all
Active and Junior members of an Assembly must also be members of the national SAM organization.
Members pay both their AOI yearly dues and national SAM directly to SAM Assembly 138 using the payment por‐
tal or PayPal button on the club’s website. The Alliance of Illusionists will then forward each member’s national
SAM dues to the national SAM office. To pay 2021 dues, simply go to www.sam138.com/alliance and click on the
Dues/Application tab. Please note that as of March 1, 2021 only dues‐paid‐up members and guests are elgible
to attend Monthly Assembly Meetings. As per the publication date of this month’s newsletter (February 20,
2021), the following members have paid their 2021 dues:
Bighorse, Cynthia
Byers, Joseph
Bynum, Mark
Chadwick, Bronson
Chadwick, Bruce

Clauder, Margaret
Davis, Michael
Fox, Albert
Fulce, Jimmie
Fulce, Lisa

Hinze, Richard
Jones, Mark
Marler, (McCoy) Kailyn
McCoy, Jack
O’Lander, Lonnie

Perry, Kevin
Trowbridge, Bernie

The above should read ‘Words from the shortest Presidency in Club History. Well I suppose it’s a record, and so
I’ll take it. Let me explain.
When I accepted this honorable position, I had personal reservations but went ahead with it. Due to both home
and medical issues, I wasn’t sure about it but thought I’d give it a shot. Because of those reasons I’ve rendered
my resignation as I won’t be able to give it the proper leadership that level of leadership requires.
I will still be providing my magic column per Bruce’s kind request, and I’m happy to do so. Sitting behind a com‐
puter screen and writing is something I can certainly handle. Don’t know if you’ve noticed, but I’m a typing fool in
the broadest of terms, and happy to contribute my thoughts towards this wonderful art form.
I want to thank all you for first of all accepting me into such an important position, and secondly the friendship so
many of you have shown me. There’s no doubt this is a strong Assembly with talented people. I have confidence
in it’s future success. May all the magical energies existent in our souls provide a wonderful year now and be‐
yond. Best Wishes fellow Magicians,
Jack E. McCoy

MINUTES OF THE JANUARY MONTHLY ASSEMBLY MEETING
The January 21, 2021 Monthly Assembly Meeting of the Alliance of Illusionists was the club’s annual Installation
of Officers Banquet. The banquet was held with all social distancing protocols at the Mexican Inn restaurant in
south Fort Worth, only a few blocks north of the Illusion Warehouse.
Reservations were not required. The 17 guests in attendance simply showed‐up for the event, ordered at the
restaurant, and paid the restaurant for their meals. The club charged a small admission charge of $5 cash per
person at the door to pay for banquet costs.
Outgoing President Cindy Bighorse bestowed special
recognition was given to outgoing officers Jack McCoy
as Vice President, Bruce Chadwick as Secretary, Mark
Bynum as Treasurer, Joe Rotio as Sergeant At Arms, Joey
Byers as Historian, and Al Fox as Member at Large. Cindy
was recognized for the outstanding leadership she gave
the Assembly for its very diffi‐
cult covid‐bent 2020 year.
For the 2021 , Bruce Chadwick as Dean and namesake of Assembly 138 installed Jack
McCoy as President, Bernie Trowbridge as Vice‐President, himself as Secretary, Mark
Bynum as Treasurer, Joe Rotio as Sergeant at Arms, Bronson Chadwick as Historian,
and Al Fox as Member at Large.
Special entertainment was Magic by Bruce Chadwick with a version of Bruce’s comedy
stand‐up magic show. Bruce’s routines were precise, well‐routined, with a lot of origi‐
nality. Everyone seemed to have a great time and spirits were lifted!
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL BUSINESS AND PLANNING MEETING
At 2:00 pm on Saturday January 30, 2021, newly elected President Jack McCoy called to order the Annual Busi‐
ness and Planning Meeting of the Bruce Chadwick SAM Assembly 138 Alliance of Illusionists Inc. The meeting was
held at the Illusion Warehouse Party Room and Magic Shop with all officers in attendance either physically face‐
to‐face or on zoom. Officers in attendance face‐to‐face included President Jack McCoy, Vice‐President Bernie
Trowbridge, Secretary Bruce Chadwick, Treasurer Mark Bynum, and Sergeant at Arms Joe Rotio. Present via zoom
were Historian Bronson Chadwick and Member‐at‐Large Al Fox. In addition, immediate past president Cindy Big‐
horse was in attendance.
The meeting is required for the purposes stated in the Bylaws: 8.11 Annual Business and Planning Meeting ‐ An
Annual Business and Planning Meeting of the Executive Committee is held within thirty days after the installation
of the new officers at a time and place selected by the new President. All officers are required to attend this
meeting. At this meeting, at least the following three topics are discussed:
•

8.11a Each officer’s role, duties, and responsibilities are discussed as described in the Bylaws so that all offi‐
cers have a clear understanding of their duties and responsibilities.

•

8.11b The President and Secretary provide a tentative budget for the new fiscal year. After discussion and
general agreement, the Executive Committee votes to approve the budget.

•

8.11c After hearing the recommendations of the President, the Executive Committee tentatively plans the
main core activities for the year’s Monthly Assembly Meetings. At any future Executive Committee Meeting
or Special Executive Committee Meeting, the Executive Committee or the Assembly can change any sched‐
uled activity or program.

Jack began the meeting by reading the
minutes of the December Executive
Committee Meeting as written by Sec‐
retary Bruce Chadwick and published in
the December issue of the SERVANTE
monthly Assembly newsletter. The min‐
utes were approved as written and
without correction.
Treasurer Mark Bynum presented a
summation of the 2020 Year End Finan‐
cial Report of the club’s finances. The
club is financially sound with a Year End
Total of $4637.78. It was noted that the
Year End Total does include some check
amounts from individuals who have
never cashed their TAOM 2020 refund
checks. Bynum also reported that year
end total does not include the $5000
Dolenz donation kept in reserve in the
club’s BBVA Operating Account
(checking account) earmarked as a re‐
serve for future TAOM conventions and
to keep the club from having to pay
monthly service charge fees. As well it
does it include the other $5000 in the
club’s PayPal account also earmarked
for future TAOM convention use.
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL BUSINESS AND PLANNING MEETING (Second Page)
President Jack McCoy then presented his tentative list main core activities for 2021 Monthly Assembly Meetings.
With the exception of working out the details of the May‐June Cross Pollination Sessions with the Omaha Magical
Society and the possibility of sponsoring a public show, Jack’s excellent suggestions were approved as presented.
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL BUSINESS AND PLANNING MEETING (Third Page)
Other aspects of club activity included the continued use of the Passport as instituted by immediate past‐
president Cindy Bighorse. Bruce Chadwick reminded the new officers the importance of starting meetings on
time, especially when most meetings are on Thursday nights and many of them on “school nights.” Starting meet‐
ings on time encourages on time attendance by members.
Treasurer Mark Bynum then presented a tentative 2021 Budget for the 2021 club year. Mark’s suggestions were
explained, discussed, and ultimately approved by the new Executive Committee.

Following this, special accolades were discussed regarding Dr. Oz Helmer and Brenda Dolenz‐Helmer and their
enormous contributions given in remembrance of our late esteemed club member Dr. Bernie Dolenz. Cindy Big‐
horse reported that she has been in contact with her Edward Jones representative and will report at the February
Executive Committee meeting the representative’s suggestions about putting $15,000 into a short‐term invest‐
ment.
Lastly the Executive Committee briefly went over the duties and responsibilities of the AOI officers. It was sug‐
gested that each officer should read over their duties as presented in APPENDIX A – ASSEMBLY OFFICER DUTIES
of the club’s Bylaws. With no further business, the 2021 Annual Business and Planning Meeting was concluded.
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REEL MAGIC FEBRUARY TEACH‐A‐TRICK SEGMENT
Bruce Chadwick will be teaching several different silk handkerchief reel magic tricks at the February Monthly As‐
sembly Meeting. In addition to the reel effects presented on this page and the page following, he will be talking
about the history of the reel, its mechanics, upkeep, invisibility and more.
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DAVID ROTH PASSES
Regarded as one of the world's greatest coin magicians, we are sad to report that
David Roth recently passed. Born in New York City in 1952, New York City, Roth
was an important contributor to Richard Kaufman's Coin Magic, with a major
work chronicled in his David Roth's Expert Coin Magic book.
The sleight of hand artist Dai Vernon wrote about Roth: "First let me state that
David Roth has an amazing ability when performing with coins. He is truly a gen‐
ius. I have been fortunate to have enjoyed the confidence and friendship of the
leading exponents of coin manipulation of the past. T. Nelson Downs, Allan Shaw,
Manuel and Welch Miller all specialized in this branch of the magical art. To the
very best of my judgment, David’s ideas and execution far surpass any one of them. I feel quite certain that if
they could witness his performance they would not only be astounded but realize that they had seen the mas‐
ter."

MARK WILSON PASSES
Dad always said, “The best kind of legend to be is a Living Legend.” But sadly as of Tuesday January 19th at 4:40
pm, Husband of Nani, Father of Mike and Greg, Magician, Author, Producer James Mark Wilson transitioned from
our earthly existence to the ethereal. Wishing to be with his family, he shared his love, bright outlook, and ambi‐
tions for the future, and then he passed quietly without pain, a single complaint,
and comfortably at his home with Nani and his boys by his side.
Mark Wilson, the name by which he is best known, was born in Manhattan, New
York on April 11th, 1929, in the loving arms of his mother Francis (Teta) Wilson
and father James (Jimmy) Wilson. His parents raised him during the Great De‐
pression and through WWII. By example they taught him to preserver through
difficult times and overcome obstacles with determination. His mother Teta
often said, “Don’t worry honey, it will be alright.” Mark developed a “never give
up” attitude and learned that kindness, compassion, and love were the most
important things in life.
He spent his over 91 years on earth, sharing his passion for making people
happy through the art of magic by blazing new paths to reach audiences around
the world. Mark’s trademark phrase, “Happy Magic” was his and Nani’s sign‐off words for countless live and tele‐
vision performances. “Happy Magic” is how he signed autographs, and “Happy Magic” was his own unique
friendly and approachable style of performing.
Mark’s creativity, originality, and leadership were based on respect and honor for others. Mark finished on “the
right side of magic history” morally and ethically. With his loving wife Nani Darnell at his side, he achieved a
longer list of “historic firsts” than many dream of in multiple lifetimes. MAGIC Magazine named Mark Wilson
“One of the Ten Most Influential American Magicians of the 20th Century.”
Whether you know him from his TV appearances, his Live productions, the Mark Wilson Complete Course in
Magic book, or one of his many in‐person Magic University classes at the Magic Castle, or through one of his
many other achievements, mom, Mike and I are so proud that he brought “Happy Magic” into the lives of more
people around the world than he could possibly meet. He is already dearly missed.
‐ Greg Wilson, on behalf of the Wilson Family (edited)
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SIEGFRIED PASSES
Siegfried Fischbacher, Magician of Siegfried & Roy recently passed at age 81
due to complications of pancreatic cancer. Mr. Fischbacher’s death came
months after that of Roy Horn, his partner in one of the most spectacular
shows in Las Vegas history. Together the duo captivated Las Vegas audiences
for decades. The team’s name was synonymous with Las Vegas show busi‐
ness, with spectacular performances that combined white tigers, other exotic
animals, lavish costumes, and incredible illusion effects.
Their long‐running production at MGM’s Mirage hotel and casino was one of the most lavish and successful in Las
Vegas history until it abruptly halted due to Roy Horn being mauled by Mantecore in 2003, which then dragged
him offstage before a stunned capacity crowd of 1,500. The attack left Mr. Horn with lasting damage to his body.
They completely retired from show business in 2010.
Siegfred and Roy cared for dozens of exotic cats and other animals in the Secret Garden and Dolphin Habitat, a
glass‐enclosed, tropically forested habitat at the Mirage; at Jungle Paradise, an 88‐acre estate outside town; and
at Jungle Palace, their $10 million Spanish‐style home in Las Vegas.
The two performers amazed Las Vegas audiences over four
decades with stage extravaganzas that blended Mr. Fis‐
chbacher’s mastery of illusion and Mr. Horn’s preternatural
ability to train and communicate with white tigers.
Mr. Fischbacher was born on June 13, 1939, in Rosenheim,
Germany to Martin and Maria Fischbacher. At age 8 he be‐
came fascinated with magic when he saw a book on the sub‐
ject in the window of a local store. It cost only five marks, but
his mother would not give him the money; he claimed to have
a found a five‐mark note on a street and bought the book.
He left home at 17, working first as a dishwasher and bar‐
tender at a small hotel in Lago di Garda, Italy, then as a stew‐
ard on the Bremen, a German cruise liner. The captain of the
Bremen saw him perform magic for the crew and suggested
that he perform for the passengers. He met Mr. Horn on the Bremen in 1957. Mr. Horn was a cabin boy with a
love of animals who had smuggled his pet cheetah, Chico, onto the ship. They struck up a friendship, and Mr.
Fischbacher asked Mr. Horn to help out with his magic act.
In 1964, five years after they started working together, they were playing nightclubs in Germany and Switzerland.
When they performed at a charity benefit in Monte Carlo in 1966, Princess Grace of Monaco raved about them,
giving their career a boost. As their act became more extravagant with the addition of more illusions and animals,
Siegfried & Roy were booked into nightclubs throughout Europe. They made their debut in Las Vegas at the Tropi‐
cana in 1967, then moved on to headliner status at the Stardust in 1978 and the Frontier, where the marquee
billed them as “Superstars of Magic.”
Steve Wynn, who built the Mirage, signed them to a five‐year, $57.5 million contract in 1987, three years before
the hotel and casino opened. The deal included building a theater to Siegfried & Roy’s specifications. Mr. Wynn
quickly cashed in on his expensive bet when they began to sell out immediately. They grossed an estimated $30
million in 1990 (about $60 million in today’s dollars). They were “the single most successful entertainment attrac‐
tion in Las Vegas history,” Mr. Wynn was quoted as saying on the ABC News program “Nightline” in 2019.
By Richard Sandomir and Christine Hauser
New York Times (edited)
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Misdirection — It’s a common term in both the magic world and general
public. How many times have you heard, “Magicians use misdirection”,
“Watch his other hand.” or “Look where the magician isn’t” in both mov‐
ies and television where magic is involved?
In the magic world, misdirection is one of the most powerful tools there
is. Why is that, when it’s so widely known about in the public arena?
Misdirection is inescapable, something there’s no choice in it happening. For someone not to be misdirected, they’d
have to remain stiff as a board and somehow able to see everything at all times. If someone doesn’t know misdirec‐
tion is about to happen, how can they know when to not watch what they are and instead to watch something or
somewhere else? It’s near impossible not to follow the rabbit trail provided by a skilled magician.
Larger Action Misdirection: Bigger actions carry attention over smaller ones. One of the greatest examples is the cups
and balls. A proficient demonstrator of cups and balls will secretly load objects into the cup(s), over and over, the au‐
dience’s eyes dancing back and forth and never catching the loads as they’re following the magician’s focus and mo‐
tions and not seeing what the other hand might be doing. If you’re just starting in magic, the cups and balls is a great
avenue for practicing misdirection.
Eye Contact Misdirection: One of the simplest means to misdirect the spectator’s attention is simply looking at their
face and saying something appreciative, such as “Thank you Susan”, or in a confirming manner, “O.K. Bill, now keep
your card in mind.” Saying the spectator’s name is a strong verbal ploy which they’ll look up at you almost every time.
Time Delayed Misdirection: Suppose a magician needs to do a classic pass, for example, but the spectator is burning
his hand(s). There’s no written rule the classic pass has to be done immediately. It goes along with the old adage,
‘Why run if you’re not being chased?’ No one’s going to stare anything down if there’s no reason to. They’re not
aware of your intentions and if you simply stall before doing the move and talk about whatever, ample time will be
available to do the move.
Sound Misdirection: An interruption or sudden audio disturbance is another great way to get the folk glancing else‐
where if only for a moment. I did an up front magic show to about 30 people one time and got my host buddy to help
me during a certain moment. I had a card signed, which I’d secretly controlled to the top of the deck. My buddy said,
“Wait, Jack, I have a question.” I inquired what it was and he said, “Is this the same thing you showed me yesterday?”
Every single person turned and looked at him while he spoke. I had the easiest moment to put my hand up to my top
front pocket and quickly deposit the signed card into it. The ending magic effect was strong and floored them.
Those are just a few examples of misdirection and here’s some great references for your pursuance of further under‐
standing the principles:
‘Anatomy of Misdirection’ by Joseph L. Bruno,
‘Magic by Misdirection’ & ‘The Trick Brain’ by Dariel Fitzke
‘Misdirection, The Secret to Successful Magic’ by Mark Alexander
‘Magic and Misdirection’ by Monty Witt
‘Understanding Misdirection’ by Clint Barron
‘The Master of Misdirection’ by D. Angelo Ferri
‘The Best of Slydini… And More’ by Karl Fulves

W.A.R.T.— What, Another Rope Trick? Why yes, another rope trick.
To my surprise, this idea has got more attention than I’d anticipated, being a rope trick and all. After all, there’s hundreds of
them and pretty much every idea using them has already been developed and many widely known. There are also very good and
practical methods for getting the rope set up to a particular condition, and which is basically all this does. Beyond that you can
find numerous ideas and tutorials for restoring the rope both in books and online. I will explain a simple restoration idea at the
last.
This uses misdirection for accomplishing the dirty work. Don’t panic, you’ll get away with it every time. I did in a room of magi‐
cians. The late great Daryl (Martinez) uses a similar means his version of ‘The Professor’s Nightmare’, performed in front of mas‐
sive audiences. Even watching online, it’ll fly right past you. This was an earlier idea of mine and is published in my first book
‘Impossabilities’.
3. Move the hands together, the right hand
1. Holding a 3 foot(ish) piece of rope by 2. Ask a spectator to pinch the rope at behind the left. During this motion the right
the ends, move both hands together
the very bottom (shown in illustration ring finger moves behind its rope, clipping it
with finger tips almost touching.
by a black mark for teaching only).
between the ring finger and pinky.

4. With that part of the rope clipped,
5. Move the left pinky inside the dan‐
move it beyond the left’s rope portion.
gling rope loop and behind it’s (left’s)
This action is hidden behind the left hand. rope portion.

6. The left pinky clips it’s rope between it
and the ring finger. The right hand begins
pulling it’s held portion downward.

7. Instruct the volunteer to keep holding
the rope as the middle heads upwards.
Stop when their location is equal dis‐
tance from the rope intersection as the
portion held by the left hand.

9. Move the hand out and up, to where
their once pinched location is centered
between both hands. You want it to be
clear that’s truly the rope’s middle.

8. Ask them to let go. Keeping all focus
on their once pinched location, with
the right hand reach into the loop and
grab the rope at that location.

10. The 2 images above shows a secret switch of the held portion, normally done during misdirection.
In the left image, the right hand lets go of its held part, which falls. It and the left fingers adjust to
where they’re holding the other side of the big rope loop and now held between both hands similarly
to just previous.
The Misdirection: The switch is done right after the hands hold the rope’s actual middle (step 9 on
previous page). When the right hand lets go, it moves into the big loop from the front, then down and
rightward, pointing to the scissors. During this, the body twists slightly leftward and the left hand
droops slightly. Ask the spectator to grab the scissors. While pointing, the left hand already switches
the rope portions, then the right hand moves upwards, turning palm back up and taking the rope simi‐
larly as what it was earlier. Everything will look identical and the switch is completely hidden by larger
body motions, pointing, and drawing attention to the spectator and his role.
11. Tell him to cut the rope at the spot between the hands. He of course believes it to be the original
rope middle. Let go with the right hand and the rope will dangle, appearing as 2 roughly equal lengths.
(right image). Take the scissors from him and put them away. The rope is now setup per standard ar‐
rangement (the top ends are a small piece of rope, the majority of rope is folded in half and hanging
down posing as 2 pieces. The intersection is hidden behind the left thumb and fingers.
12. A simple restoration: A commonly used and very deceptive method for magically restoring the rope begins once you’ve
shown the rope as in the right illustration. With the right hand, reach up and grasp the right end of the small rope. It and the
left hand pantomime doing a granny knot, actually only tying the small piece of rope around the large rope. Once the fake knot
is completed, reach down and take one end of the long rope with the left hand, the rest hanging. It will look just like 2 pieces of
rope tied together. With the empty right hand, reach up and grasp the rope near the left hand. Now, with the right hand, begin
wrapping the rope around the left hand, the left fingers opening to grasp each wrap and closing again. As this is happening, the
fake knot will move into the right hand. Secretly grip it and continue wrapping, the knot secretly sliding along the rope inside
the palm. When you reach the rope’s end, the knot will come off, retained in the right hand. Move the right hand into a pocket
and leave the fake knot there. Bring the hand out, claiming to have some magic dust. Pretend sprinkle over the left hand with
and wrapped rope, then ask a spectator to grab the rope’s end. Slowly move the left hand away from him, the rope unwrapping
as it’s pulled. He’ll be shocked the rope is restored and you’re clean.

2021 OFFICERS
1. PRESIDENT:
2. VICE PRESIDENT:
3. SECRETARY:
4. TREASURER:
5. SERGEANT AT ARMS:
6. HISTORIAN:
7. MEMBER AT LARGE:

Jack McCoy
Bernie Trowbridge
Bruce Chadwick
Mark Bynum
Joe Rotio
Bronson Chadwick
Al Fox

magicjack@charter.net
berntrow@sbcglobal.net
chadwickillusionist@yahoo.com
mark.bynum12@att.net
jrotio@yahoo.com
bcillusionist@yahoo.com
alfoxmagic@hotmail.com

682‐560‐8469
214‐998‐0352
817‐832‐6062
817‐437‐8936
941‐375‐9657
432‐413‐6816
817‐845‐0419

DFW AREA MAGIC HAPPENINGS
FORT WORTH SAM ASSEMBLY 138 ALLIANCE OF ILLUSIONISTS
Meets on the third Thursday of each month, 7:00 pm at the Illusion Warehouse magic shop located at 3917
McCart Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas 76110. Contact communications@allianceofillusionists.com or go to http://
sam138.com/alliance/ or Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/162025544420781/
FORT WORTH MAGICIANS CLUB INC AND REN CLARK IBM RING 15
Meets on the first Thursday of each month, 7:00 pm. See their Facebook group for details.
MID‐CITIES MAGIC CIRCLE
Meets monthly. See the Mid‐Cities Magic Circle Facebook group.
DALLAS MAGIC CLUB, SAM ASSEMBLY 13 AND IBM RING 174
The Addison Treehouse, 14681 Midway Rd, Addison, Texas 75001
www.DallasMagic.org.

,

IMPROV COMEDY CLUBS IN ADDISON AND ARLINGTON
Both comedy clubs periodically host weekend comedy magic shows. For more details go to either
www.ImprovArlington.com or www.ImprovAddison.com.
MAGIC IN THE LIVING ROOM
Periodic magic shows every 1st Tuesday at 7:00 pm at The Line Public House, 940 E Beltline in Richardson. See
www.MagicLivingRoom.com for more information.

ignorant?
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